INVEST IN THE FUTURE
Many Engineering EAGLE gifts ($1,000) or more to Auburn Engineering by filling out the attached contributor card and mailing it today!

Gifts of cash are fully deductible for federal income tax purposes, subject to the limits in any one year of 50 percent of adjusted gross income.

To find out more about the benefits of making an Engineering EAGLE gift, please contact:

The Auburn University Foundation
Attn.: Engineering Annual Giving Coordinator
371 South College Street
Auburn University, AL 36849
(334) 844-1052

Check is in your envelope, a contribution from you and your company means much more:

YOUR GIFT OF $2,500 can assist the College in continuing to upgrade the technology and computer resources that are vital to any first-rate engineering program.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION OF $1,000 can help a specific department, program, or project of your choosing.

TRANSFORM EDUCATION
Yearly Engineering EAGLE program contributions like yours can shape not just the next generation of Auburn engineers, but also the state, the nation, and the world.

That's because your high-level annual gift can provide the kind of extraordinary resources that make the difference between a good engineering program and a great one. Auburn Engineering enhances its reputation, the value of its graduates' degrees will increase.

Your annual contributions can support everything from scholarships and seminars to projects and programs. The following examples illustrate how your Engineering EAGLE gift can help Auburn Engineering this year:

• YOUR CONTRIBUTION OF $10,000 can assist Auburn Engineering in providing valuable undergraduate scholarships and graduate student fellowships that can help tomorrow's engineers start out on the right path today.

• YOUR COMMITMENT OF $7,500 can help the College give its students valuable real-world perspective by bringing industry leaders and practicing professionals to campus for lectures and one-on-one interaction.

• YOUR INVESTMENT OF $5,000 can allow Auburn Engineering to provide hands-on experience for its students through funds for national competitions such as the co-ed and women’s Mini Baja teams, the Formula SAE team, and the Solar Decathlon.

• YOUR GIFT OF $2,500 can assist the College in continuing to upgrade the technology and computer resources that are vital to any first-rate engineering program.

• YOUR CONTRIBUTION OF $1,000 can help a specific department, program, or project of your choosing.

[Please note: Here are just a few examples of how gifts can help. Any gift of $1,000 or more for any area you choose qualifies you for Auburn University's donor recognition program.]
SAY "I GIVE"

These two small words can do so much. They can change lives. Build a dream. Reach for new heights.

That’s why—among the Auburn Engineering community—can help make anything possible by saying “I give” to the College at an exceptional level, year after year.

Your generous annual gifts for Auburn Engineering will provide vital resources that can go wherever you specify—or wherever needs are greatest. In addition, ensuring a strong annual fund will lift the College closer to fulfilling its goal of positioning itself to become one of the top 20 engineering schools in the country. Auburn Engineering is grateful to count you among the leaders willing to do their part to take the College to a higher level this year—and each year after.

JOIN THE ENGINEERING EAGLE PROGRAM

The Samuel Ginn College of Engineering invites you—one of our visionary alumni and friends—to provide outstanding participation in its annual giving program by becoming a member of the Engineering EAGLES (Exceptional Annual Gifts Lift Engineering).

This College-wide leadership program recognizes and honors those contributors who make generous gifts of $1,000 or more. It allows dedicated donors to distinguish themselves through a higher level of financial commitment. Making a gift to the EAGLE program qualifies you not only for extra recognition within the College itself, but also within special donor roll listings—such as the one included in this brochure—that we mail to Auburn alumni and friends.

Become one of Auburn Engineering’s most highly regarded contributors by sending in your qualifying EAGLE gift of $1,000 or more today!
SAY "I GIVE"

These two small words can do so much. They can change lives. Build a dream. Reach for new heights.

That’s why you—a special member of the Auburn Engineering community—can help make anything possible by saying “I give” to the College at an exceptional level, year after year.

Your generous annual gifts for Auburn Engineering will provide vital resources that can go wherever you specify—or whenever needs are greatest. In addition, ensuring a strong annual fund will lift the College closer to fulfilling its goal of positioning itself to become one of the top 20 engineering schools in the country. Auburn Engineering is grateful to count you among the leaders willing to do their part to take the College to a higher level this year—and each year after.

JOIN THE ENGINEERING EAGLE PROGRAM

The Samuel Ginn College of Engineering invites you—one of our visionary alumni and friends—to provide outstanding participation in its annual giving program by becoming a member of the Engineering EAGLES (Exceptional Annual Gifts Life Engineering).

This College-wide leadership program recognizes and honors those contributors who make generous gifts of $1,000 or more. It allows dedicated donors to distinguish themselves through a higher level of financial commitment. Making a gift to the EAGLE program qualifies you not only for extra recognition within the College, but also within special honor roll listings—such as the one included in this brochure—that we mail to Auburn alumni and friends.

Become one of Auburn Engineering’s most highly regarded contributors by sending in your qualifying EAGLE gift of $1,000 or more today!
To Give a Gift of Stock/Other Securities

Contact the Engineering Annual Giving Coordinator to learn how to make this transfer. If you have given your wise market investment is a great gift to Auburn.

Forward correspondence to:

www.develop.auburn.edu

1971
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Adkison (Dianne)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Waters (Linda)

To Establish an EFT Bank Draft Agreement

To make an EFT Bank Draft Agreement, you must first establish a checking account at a bank. Contact the Engineering Annual Giving Coordinator to learn how to make this transfer. If you have given, reinitiate debit entries to the account indicated below and authorize the financial institution named below to debit the same to your account.

Financial Institution and Branch
Account #
Amount to debit monthly
Today's Date

We appreciate you and welcome your questions or comments.